Background {#Sec1}
==========

Intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring plays an important role in the management of patients with many neurological and neurosurgical disorders. In the 1960s, Lundberg described typical macro-patterns: A, B and C waves \[[@CR1]\]. B waves were defined as short repeating elevations in ICP (10--20 mmHg) with a frequency of 0.5--2 waves/min. These classic B wave patterns may be seen in ICP monitoring in intensive care unit settings (ICU), but ICP is also monitored in a large number of brain diseases covering a spectrum from acute and subacute ICU settings to elective outpatient follow-up. Today a large proportion of patients undergo ICP monitoring for milder degrees of disease where pathological patterns are not as prominent. In such scenarios, wave patterns are still called B waves but differ in amplitude and visual appearance from those defined by Lundberg. Such 'uncharacteristic' B waves are often smaller in amplitude and appear as an irregular pattern, but they have not yet been formally classified. The current paper uses B waves as an encompassing umbrella for all variations.

The source of B waves is unknown and although they are mostly associated with cerebral dysfunction, their clinical significance is unclear, as they may also appear as normal physiological phenomena \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. Their source is most commonly related to vasogenic activity, but an origin from a neuro-pacemaker system has also been suggested \[[@CR4]\]. This diverging information poses a challenge to a consensus for a general description of B waves and their quantification, hindering their identification during diagnosis and treatment of different diseases categories. Because of these difficulties, clinical practice outside specialized centers with a focus on ICP-related research is currently largely restricted to readings of mean ICP.

Identification of waveform abnormalities by simple visual inspection is still a common clinical practice. This has an obvious bias from reliance on personal empiric experience and raises questions of interobserver reproducibility. Automated and standardized detection of B wave patterns would increase the usefulness in both clinical and research settings. This automated detection is only possible if the waveform morphological characteristics are clearly defined; preferably by consensus in the scientific community. A systematic quantitative detection system could allow for identification of B wave variations and other 'non-Lundberg' patterns, replacing traditional visual inspection.

The aim of this study was to assess the various terms and definitions used to describe classical B waves in order to highlight the lack of consensus in terms of terminology and morphological characteristics, frequency and amplitude. Therefore, a systematic review was carried out to summarize the different terminologies and definitions regarding B waves and the methods used for B wave identification.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Relevant studies were identified by a single reviewer using the online database PubMed/Medline. The diagram in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of the literature search based on the PRISMA systematic review methodology \[[@CR5]\]. Studies were selected if they included the key terms *slow vasogenic waves*, *Lundberg B waves*, *slow ICP waves*, *ICP B waves*, *MOCAIP*, *B waves + review filter*, and *slow waves + review filter*. A total sum of 816 paper abstracts were screened initially for content relevance and 124 papers were included in the search review.Fig. 1Modified PRISMA 2009 flow diagram. Systematic literature search and selection process overview. Given that the goal of this literature review was to give an insight into the different terminologies and definitions of B waves, only articles specifically mentioning B waves or related terms were included in the study selection. As an example: *slow waves of ABP* was not included. Papers simultaneously published by different journals were considered as duplicates and also excluded. The remaining articles (n = 124) were thoroughly examined and included in this study following the PRISMA flow-diagram. Terminologies, definitions, and methods were identified individually by two independent reviewers and categorized according to a predefined protocol. Disagreements were resolved by consensus. No importance was given to the order of words, *ICP B waves* was treated equally to *B ICP waves*. Hyphens were removed, *B-waves* were grouped together with *B waves*. *Of* and *in* were disregarded, *slow waves of ICP* were registered as *slow waves ICP*. Only terminologies associated with ICP B waves were included (i.e. *slow waves of ABP* was not included). Terminologies in singular form were registered as plural, *B wave* was registered as *B waves*. Terms used less than three times were categorized as *other*

Results {#Sec3}
=======

Terminologies {#Sec4}
-------------

A total of 19 terminologies were found to describe B waves in the reviewed papers (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The most common terms being *B waves* and *(ICP) slow waves* (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Nine articles used four or more terms to refer to B waves. The choice of terminology is often related to the ongoing etiology discussion: 22 articles include the word *vasogenic* thereby implying cerebrovascular changes as the origin of the waves. Raftopoulos \[[@CR6]\], Santamarta \[[@CR7]\], Yokota \[[@CR8]\], and Kasprowicz \[[@CR9]\], defined further subgroups in order to clarify the sources underlying the presence of B waves (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Table 1Summary of reviewed B waves terminology and characteristicsArticleTerminologyFrequency (waves/min)Analysis toolAdditional comments(ICP) slow wavesICP waves(ICP) B wavesLundberg B wavesB slow wavesVasogenic wavesSlow vasogenic (ICP) wavesOtherSpiegelberg et al. \[[@CR26]\]XX0.5--20.33--3Cross-correlationLalou et al. \[[@CR12]\]XXX0.3--4Spectral analysisCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR27]\]XXCabella et al. \[[@CR28]\]XKojoukhova et al. \[[@CR29]\]XVisual inspectionLalou et al. \[[@CR30]\]XXXXX0.3--4Spectral analysisSlow waveCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR31]\]XX0.33--3Santamarta et al. \[[@CR7]\]XX0.5--24 types, N:5Hamilton et al. \[[@CR32]\]XXXMoyse et al. \[[@CR33]\]XLu et al. \[[@CR34]\]X0.5--3Multiscale entropyAntes et al. \[[@CR35]\]XXXX0.5--3Lundberg waveHorcajadas Almansa et al. \[[@CR36]\]XHorcajadas Almansa et al. \[[@CR37]\]X0.5--2Visual inspectionVarsos et al. \[[@CR38]\]X0.33--3Cordero Tous et al. \[[@CR39]\]XWeerakkody et al. \[[@CR40]\]XXX0.3--2Visual inspectionVasogenic ICP waveLewis et al. \[[@CR41]\]XXBudohoski et al. \[[@CR42]\]XXX0.3--3Elixmann et al. \[[@CR43]\]X0.5--3N:3Smielewski et al. \[[@CR44]\]XXXJetzki et al. \[[@CR45]\]X0.5--2Kasprowicz et al. \[[@CR9]\]XX0.5--2MOCAIP3 typesHamilton et al. \[[@CR15]\]XMOCAIPHu et al. \[[@CR16]\]XMOCAIPKim et al. \[[@CR46]\]XShahsavari et al. \[[@CR47]\]XHorcajadas Almansa et al. \[[@CR48]\]X0.5--2Visual inspectionAsgari et al. \[[@CR49]\]XWeerakkody et al. \[[@CR50]\]XXXXX0.5--3Spectral analysisWeerakkody et al. \[[@CR51]\]XXX0.5--20.5--3Eide et al. \[[@CR52]\]XXXHu et al. \[[@CR17]\]XKasprowicz et al. \[[@CR53]\]XX0.5--2MOCAIPUrsino et al. \[[@CR54]\]XHamilton et al. \[[@CR55]\]XXVisual inspectionN:20, O:30Lee et al. \[[@CR56]\]X0.2--3Damasceno et al. \[[@CR57]\]XCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR58]\]X0.3--3Wavelet analysisBrady et al. \[[@CR59]\]XXStevens et al. \[[@CR60]\]XXHypertensive ICP spikesPetrella et al. \[[@CR61]\]XXX0.33--3Spectral analysisLundberg ICP B waveSchuhmann et al. \[[@CR62]\]XXXXSpectral analysisVasogenic intracrnial  waveMinns et al. \[[@CR63]\]XXXVisual inspectionSlow ICP pressure waveJantzen et al. \[[@CR64]\]XXGeocadin et al. \[[@CR65]\]X0.5--2N:3Czosnyka et al. \[[@CR66]\]XX0.33--3Spectral analysisWang et al. \[[@CR67]\]XDelavallee et al. \[[@CR68]\]XCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR69]\]X0.33--3Guendling et al. \[[@CR70]\]X0.33--3Czosnyka et al. \[[@CR71]\]XXSchmidt et al. \[[@CR72]\]XVisual inspectionAgren-Wilsson et al. \[[@CR73]\]XLescot et al. \[[@CR4]\]XXX0.5--2Lundberg ICP B waveBalestreri et al. \[[@CR74]\]XXXX0.33--3Vasogenic ICP waveStephensen et al. \[[@CR75]\]X0.5--2Spectral analysis and amplitudeCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR76]\]X0.2--3Fountas et al. \[[@CR77]\]XXX0.5--2ICP slow B waveCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR78]\]XXXX0.33--2Spectral analysis and amplitudeMomjian et al. \[[@CR14]\]XXXXX0.33--3Spectral analysisLundberg ICP B waveLenfeldt et al. \[[@CR79]\]X0.5--2N:1Edsbagge et al. \[[@CR80]\]XSpectral analysisBalestreri et al. \[[@CR81]\]XX0.33--3Spectral analysisRagauskas et al. \[[@CR82]\]XXX0.3--2Strik et al. \[[@CR83]\]XX0.5--3Spectral analysisDaley et al. \[[@CR84]\]XX0.5--2Spectral analysisStephensen et al. \[[@CR85]\]XXPoca et al. \[[@CR86]\]XLemaire et al. \[[@CR87]\]XXXX0.5--2Czosnyka et al. \[[@CR88]\]XXXX0.5--3Walter et al. \[[@CR89]\]X0.5--2Spectral analysisSchmidt et al. \[[@CR90]\]X0.5--2Eklund et al. \[[@CR23]\]X0.5--2Spectral analysis and amplitudeVanneste et al. \[[@CR91]\]X0.5--2Schoeman et al. \[[@CR92]\]X0.5--2Visual inspectionSchuhmann et al. \[[@CR93]\]XCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR94]\]XSpectral analysisDroste et al. \[[@CR95]\]X0.5--2Visual inspectionQureshi et al. \[[@CR96]\]X1--2N:3Czosnyka et al. \[[@CR97]\]XXSlow spontaneous waves in ICPCzosnyka et al. \[[@CR98]\]XXNewell et al. \[[@CR99]\]X0.5--2Lemaire et al. \[[@CR100]\]XX0.5--2Steinmeier et al. \[[@CR101]\]XX0.5--2Hanlo et al. \[[@CR13]\]X3--4O:15Krauss et al. \[[@CR102]\]X0.5--2Visual inspectionWayenberg et al. \[[@CR103]\]X0.5--3Lemaire et al. \[[@CR104]\]XX0.5--3Spectral analysisKrauss et al. \[[@CR105]\]X0.5--2Droste et al. \[[@CR106]\]XVisual inspectionTakeda et al. \[[@CR107]\]XNewell et al. \[[@CR108]\]XX0.5--2Spectral analysisRaftopoulos et al. \[[@CR6]\]X0.5--3Sahuqillo et al. \[[@CR109]\]XN:10Hara et al. \[[@CR110]\]X0.5--2Spectral analysisHanda et al. \[[@CR111]\]\]X0.5--2Yokota et al. \[[@CR8]\]X0.5--2Visual inspectionTakeuchi et al. \[[@CR112]\]XYokota et al. \[[@CR113]\]XVisual inspectionSato et al. \[[@CR114]\]XLundberg's BMaeda et al. \[[@CR115]\]XGjerris et al. \[[@CR116]\]XHayashi et al. \[[@CR117]\]X0.5--2Schoeman et al. \[[@CR118]\]XVisual inspectionKosteljanetz et al. \[[@CR119]\]XHayashi et al. \[[@CR120]\]X0.5--2Brock et al. \[[@CR121]\]XKuchiwaki et al. \[[@CR122]\]XB type pressure waveTamaki et al. \[[@CR123]\]XAuer et al. \[[@CR124]\]X0.5--2Terzano et al. \[[@CR125]\]XXLundberg B-type CSF pressure wavesGjerris et al. \[[@CR126]\]X1--2N:5Tomei et al. \[[@CR127]\]XKaye et al. \[[@CR128]\]XN:10Bilz et al. \[[@CR129]\]XMunari et al. \[[@CR130]\]XXPressure waves of the Lundberg type bGuieu et al. \[[@CR131]\]XXX0.5--2type B pressure  wavesWilkinson et al. \[[@CR132]\]XLiguoi et al. \[[@CR133]\]XFuentes et al. \[[@CR134]\]XMunari et al. \[[@CR135]\]XXXLundberg's B wavesHayashi et al. \[[@CR136]\]XN:15, O:45Martin et al. \[[@CR2]\]XTotal sum4999613261319Table summarizing the main terms and characteristics used to describe B waves with articles sorted based on year of publication. Under *terminology*, terms that appeared more than five times are given their own column. Less frequent terms are included under *other* and the term is listed under *additional comments*. The column *frequency* describes the occurrence in waves/min of the B waves as described in the corresponding article, while the column *analysis tool* lists the methodology used to detect B waves. Under *additional comments*, besides including other terms used to refer to the B waves, extra notes are added: N with an associated number value: Lower amplitude value of X mmHg. O with an associated number value: Upper amplitude value of X mmHg. N types: B waves subclassification into N subgroupsFig. 2Frequency of terminology usage in the reviewed papers. The term *B waves* was used in most articles, followed by *slow waves* and *ICP slow waves*Table 2Major morphological B wave subclassesTermShapePlateauFrequency (waves/min)Amplitude (mmHg)Raftopolous et al. \[[@CR6]\]Santamarta et al. \[[@CR7]\]Small symmetrical wave (SSW)SymmetricalNo0.36--5\< 10Great symmetrical wave (GSW)SymmetricalNo0.36--5\> 10Intermediate wave (IW)AsymmetricalNo0.33--1.676--34Kasprowicz et al. \[[@CR9]\]Slow symmetrical ICP waveSymmetricalNo----Slow asymmetrical ICP waveAsymmetricalNo----Slow ICP B with plateau phaseSymmetricalYes----Yokota et al. \[[@CR8]\]Type II episodic B-wave------25--75Type III persistent, high pressure B-wave----0.5--240--100Type IV continuous, regular B-wave----0.5--210--30

Characteristics {#Sec5}
---------------

B waves were identified based on two major wave parameters: frequency and amplitude. Frequency is the number of waves that fit into a certain time period, usually measured as waves per minute and 27% of the papers defined a frequency of 0.5--2 waves/min, as originally defined by Lundberg \[[@CR1]\]. To accommodate B waves of a lower frequency, the term *slow* was introduced \[[@CR10]\]. The term *slow waves* was then used to define waves with a frequency window of 0.33 to 3 waves/min \[[@CR11]\]. Two other papers extended the frequency upper limit to 4 waves/min \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\].

As mentioned, B waves can also be characterized by their amplitude. Lundberg defined a maximum amplitude of 50 mmHg back in the 1960s. Under pathological conditions, this level of elevation is less often seen to such an extent today, and B waves with lower amplitudes are more likely to be present. As an example, lower amplitude B waves are present in cases of normal pressure hydrocephalus, where the occurrence of B waves is not related to high ICP \[[@CR14]\].Fig. 3Presentation of different B waves sub-classification patterns. Each is illustrated by two computer-generated examples: column A simulating ICP recordings and column B showing an artistic rendering. Examples on rows 1 and 2 exhibit B waves with symmetrical shape and amplitude lower and higher than 10 mmHg, respectively. Examples of row 3 correspond to symmetrical B waves with plateau. The last row shows examples for asymmetrical B waves. The time-scale used in all examples is minutes

Sub-classification {#Sec6}
------------------

In addition to frequency and amplitude, two other parameters are generally defined for the analysis of B waves. B waves can also be characterized by their shape and whether a plateau phase is present or not. The shape is considered symmetrical if the duration of ascending and descending phases is the same. If the ascending phase is longer, then the shape is asymmetrical. The use of these parameters gives rise to different subclasses within B waves (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). All subclasses fit into the traditional definition of B waves with an extended frequency spectrum, but mainly differ in their morphological characteristics (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Besides these four parameters, Raftopolous et al. and Santamarta et al. also use the duration of the ICP wave to characterize B waves. They distinguish between three morphological subclasses: (1) small symmetrical waves with an amplitude below 10 mmHg, (2) great symmetrical waves with an amplitude above 10 mmHg, and (3) intermediate waves, with the same frequency as symmetrical waves but an amplitude similar to plateau waves \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\].

Kasprowicz et al. describe three subcategories of B waves based on the investigation of their unique shape: (1) symmetrical ICP B waves, (2) asymmetrical ICP B waves, and (3) slow ICP B waves with plateau phase. They show how the different subtypes of B waves are related to changes in the ICP pulse shape, which indicate that each has a unique origin \[[@CR9]\]. Similarly, Yokota et al. also suggest the existence of three subgroups but from the analysis of ICP amplitude and occurrence: (1) episodic B-waves, (2) persistent, high pressure B-waves, and (3) continuous, regular B-waves, and that these patterns may better distinguish between different origins of ICP waves \[[@CR8]\].

The intermediate waves described by Raftopolous et al. \[[@CR6]\] and Santamarta et al. \[[@CR7]\] contain amplitudes similar to plateau waves, Kasprowicz et al. \[[@CR9]\] describe B waves with a plateau phase, and Yokota et al. \[[@CR8]\] describe persistent high pressure B waves. It is noteworthy that all sub-classification attempts contain a B wave subtype with plateau-like features. This raises the question whether there is a continuous transition from B waves to plateau waves or whether they have different etiology.

To summarize, B waves are categorized into different subclasses if they have distinct shapes *and/or* if their amplitude is different. These sub-classification attempts may be used as supplementary evidence that the classical waveform categories do not adequately address waveforms identified in clinical practice today.

Analysis tools {#Sec7}
--------------

32% of the papers had an explicitly stated analysis method. While traditionally the most common analytical method used was either spectral analysis (40%) or spectral analysis with an amplitude threshold (7%), there is now an increasing tendency (10%) to detect B waves using trained machine learning algorithms, as observed in more recently published papers \[[@CR9], [@CR15], [@CR16]\]. These algorithms use as input morphological features extracted from the ICP pulse wave via the Morphological clustering and analysis of ICP pulse (MOCAIP) algorithm. Thus, instead of defining B waves in terms of amplitude and frequency, they define them according to different morphological parameters of the pulse wave. These parameters are based on the three subpeaks ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P_3$$\end{document}$) of the pulse wave: systolic peak, tidal peak, and dicrotic peak, respectively \[[@CR9]\]. Examples of these ICP pulse metrics include the amplitude of the subpeaks, the latency between subpeaks, and the start of the ICP pulse wave and the pulse wave period, among others \[[@CR17]\].

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

ICP arises from pressure contributions from the brain, the heart, and the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) inside the skull \[[@CR18]\]. ICP is monitored invasively with a pressure transducer inserted either intracranially (subdural, epidural, intraparenchymal or intraventricular placements) or in the spinal compartment (lumbar puncture). As the brain is enclosed within the skull and its expandability is restricted, the ability to compensate for pressure-volume changes (auto-regulation) is also limited (i.e. compliance is low). Under normal conditions, auto-regulatory processes are responsible for keeping the intracranial volume constant. As brain compliance starts to decrease, the compensatory capacity is exhausted so that further volume changes are no longer accommodated; this causes ICP to increase. Space-occupying lesions are the main causes for the changes in intracranial volume. Hydrocephalus, intracranial haemorrhage, haematoma, and brain edema are examples of such lesions \[[@CR19]\].

Under normal compensatory adaptations, the ICP stays within a narrow pressure range for each assumed body posture \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. This is the simplest way of looking at ICP, as just a number that should remain within certain boundary values. Going beyond that, the ICP signal can be analyzed from a different perspective by studying the presence of macro-patterns. The diversity of B waves is the most commonly encountered macro-wave in clinical practice.

This study demonstrates the lack of agreement with regard to the terminology and characteristics used to define B waves. Different names are used to refer to the same phenomena, in order to either describe characteristics and morphological variations of the wave or the etiology behind their occurrence. This makes mathematical modeling of B waves more difficult, which consequently complicates the selection or development of an analysis tool that could be used to automatically interpret them. Automating B wave identification may be a way to detect and better understand ICP deviations from a normal physiological state at an earlier stage. But with the focus of current analysis tools on identifying previously defined B waves, they share a limitation of throwing away data related to other potentially relevant waveform deviations. Thus, underlying patterns of ICP that may contain important information on the interplay of physiological systems affecting the brain are potentially neglected. Opening up the analysis of ICP signals without being limited to previously defined patterns and conventions could enable fruitful new investigative and diagnostic techniques.

Sub-classification {#Sec9}
------------------

B waves were first defined from ICP monitoring sessions recorded in severely ill patients. Sub-classifications, which have mainly been qualitative, are the only attempts at modernizing the description of B waves to fit the clinical situations we see today \[[@CR6]--[@CR9]\].

The existence of multiple attempts at B wave subgrouping suggests that the overarching B wave category is not satisfactory for classification purposes today. A future avenue of research may instead be to direct attention away from classical B wave detection and instead focus on the identification of new parameters to automate the analysis of repeatable patterns in the ICP signal. Pattern recognition algorithms will be the fundamental approach used for this purpose.

Analysis tools {#Sec10}
--------------

ICP signals arise from the interaction of multiple physiological factors (e.g. heart pump, respiration, \...) that vary over time. Thus, it may be seen as a time series signal \[[@CR22]\]. Traditionally, ICP signals have been inspected visually for B wave identification. In addition to being a time consuming technique, it is also subject to investigator bias due to interpretation subjectivity and dependence on clinical experience. Since the introduction of computerized algorithms, spectral analysis has led the way in B wave detection. A general agreement on a certain frequency range that this wave occupies may explain why spectral analysis is the most reported methodology. However, there is low frequency activity within the B-wave range that is unrelated to vasomotor activity (i.e. respiratory changes associated with sleep), thereby introducing a severe limitation in the use of spectral analysis. We might get unwanted contributions from these signals in the B-wave frequency range when breaking down the signal into frequency components. Eklund et al. developed an algorithm that strives to overcome this problem by also taking into account the wave amplitude \[[@CR23]\].

Defining B waves in terms of amplitude is, however, very ambiguous. In particular, the term amplitude can be approached as the trough to peak pressure difference in the signal. If the wave has a sinusoidal appearance there is no problem in the identification of both its maximum and minimum values, but their identification becomes a challenge when the waveform is irregular. At the same time, the term amplitude can also refer to the distance from the peak of the wave to the baseline.

MOCAIP extracts morphological parameters from the pulse wave that are then used to characterize B waves instead of defining them based on their amplitude and frequency \[[@CR24]\]. With the advantage of no longer depending on the classical B wave definition, this algorithm presents other drawbacks that prevents it from proper implementation in clinical practice. It rejects ICP pulses if a corresponding matching template is not included within the reference library proposed. This library is limited to intraparenchymal ICP signals from patients with hydrocephalus and does not comprise any ICP pulses from other pathologies, so that ICP pulses could be falsely rejected. Another limitation is the requirement of a simultaneous acquisition of ECG signal to help in the identification of the ICP pulse wave. Also, identifying B waves using MOCAIP assumes that the pulse waves are affected during the B waves, which is not definitively settled. Another approach proposed by Elixmann also isolates the pulse waves and classifies them based on predefined templates \[[@CR25]\].

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

To exploit the potential role of macro-patterns in ICP dynamics and to automate their identification for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes, two approaches for future work may be considered.

There could be efforts to arrive at strict agreement on morphological characteristics of classical macro-patterns, which requires consensus-based definitions to enable the derivation of relevant metrics to characterize them.

Alternatively, a new approach could be attempted without relying on classical macro-patterns. Instead it could be based on recognition of new patterns that more adequately describe variations seen in daily clinical practice today. This de novo pattern recognition approach requires relating macro-patterns to clinical information to ensure that they are biologically relevant.
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:   intracranial pressure

CSF

:   cerebrospinal fluid

ICU

:   intensive care unit

MOCAIP

:   morphological clustering and analysis of ICP pulse
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